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Very nice and for a very nice price. I love the game, but I'm not so good. I would prefer a tutorial and a beter overview of the
controls, as they are only visible in the first run and I immediately died, so i couldn't see the controls. Googling them helped, but
i think they should be visible in the game and not for such a short amount of time.. So am seeing a lot of negative comments on
the game because they can't play on 4k.
I can understand that it must be frustrating not being able to play in a resolution of your choice but that really should affect what
the actual game play is like.
I only have a 1080p monitor and can say at 1080p the game runs fine and had no issues at all.
That out of the way, I am still on chapter 1 and am enjoying the game.
Pros
- The story is what grabbed me, and I am really enjoying the ride. Even if I have played a little so far.
- The game isn't censored, though even if it was. I don't really buy games based on the censoring, but at least we got everything
there was to get.
- I enjoy the turn based combat and the style switch up is a nice change, everything in combat feels good.
- Characters are goods, about what you expect from any jrpg or anime, these days.
- I am playing with Japanese Voice acting, and can say the VA on this side is good. Will have to check out the English voice
acting later.
- Plenty of boob jiggle! Must have, very important. *Nods*
Cons
- Course no game is perfect, for myself I feel the exploration, and controlling your character could be polished a little. I am not
saying fluid movement, just something a little more refined. I can say it does the job.
- The game plays very much like a visual novel, and often describes things in detail. There are a few spots where I feel just a
picture of what we are looking at, or some sort of visual representation would be nice when something is being described. (that's
just a personal opinion thing) Example would be. Character gets a bow, but we have no idea what the bow looks like till we get
into a fight. Just a small picture of a bow would have been nice.
- A few more graphical settings, now I know the game isn't really meant to be graphically outstanding, but just a few extra
options for whats already existing for people with high end machines would be nice. You know nicer shadows or sharper
textures that kinda deal. Not to mention 4k support, though 4k doesn't affect me directly.
I am hoping to see what else this game has to offer as my hype is still there and want to continue through more. I may change
my opinion later and or update this later.. good game but hard to navigat. not better than 2018 but that's all right. this game's
cheap anyway. played it for a bit good game. \u5927\u5bb6\u597d,\u6211\u662f\u6bdb\u5b50\u7684\u6307\u6325\u5b98
\u6211\u770b\u6ce2\u7f57\u7684\u6d77\u7684\u90a3\u4e2a\u4f2f\u514b\u7ea7\u4e0d\u723d\u5f88\u4e45\u4e86,\u6211\u7
ec4\u7ec7\u4e86\u5341\u67b6\u7070\u673a,\u4f4e\u7a7a\u53d1\u5c04\u4e8620\u53d1\u53cd\u8230\u5bfc\u5f39,\u5cb8\u57
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After being massivly let down by Space Seige, I stumbled upon this little gem, initially I was somewhat sceptical but in all
honesty, with some patience this is a great game. Personally I enjoyed this game and find myself some days re-loading this up
and playing it for a little.. This game is beautiful, though it may be quick, it's challenging and one wrong move might make you
restart the level, It has adventure and puzzle, The story is not much but there is one and it's kinda cool. The game is also very
cheap, and trust me you get a lot for that 99 cents. Also the art style in this game is awesome. The gameplay is fun too, it feels
really satisfying to trap the monsters behind boxes, This game is easy to run, cheap, beautiful and most of all fun.. For some
reason, the incompetent employees over at Paradox decided to disable achievements if you so much as want to change a ruler's
name, before starting a game. I don't see how customizing a name or changing a flag can affect your gameplay, but apparently
Paradox is too much out of the loop with its own players, to care.
TLDR: Using the Ruler Designer disables achievements.. Go Home Dinosaurs, You're Drunk!. Really dont get all the positive
reviews.
Its another throw away wave base shooter where every level takes so long to beat that you wonder if it's bugging out.
The guns dont feel satisfying since every single enemy is a bullet sponge.
Even if this is your first VR game I still dont get all the positive reviews
I bought it becuase of all the postive reviews, dont fall for it!. Where the f**k is the next part? I have a bunch of papers to
throw!. Like others on here, I too wanted to like this game, but i don't. I honestly thought this was going to be a slice of life in a
story rich game....-_-. It ended with me feeling like I got duped. The price doesn't help either. But I did enjoy the atmosphere,
and the little mechanics of game play that were offered. I would not recommend it though, it doesn't have enough.. Good base
defence game.
Like old plants vs zombies in sci-fi setting.
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